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chapter 17*

Online and Hybrid
Instructional Design for
Liaison Librarians:
A New Certification Program

Kimberly A. Kenward and Mary K. O’Kelly
Introduction
This chapter focuses on the development of a faculty development program
for online and hybrid instruction, which was used to prepare and assist instruction librarians to teach online. This chapter was written to address a
challenge many higher institutions face: how to provide quality training for
instruction librarians wishing to support their faculty who are transitioning
to hybrid or online teaching. We offer a brief overview of our four-week hybrid program, providing practical examples and outcomes of a productive
collaboration between instructional designers and instruction librarians.
Library integration into course management systems is not new. In 2004,
Kearley and Phillips used the term “embedded librarian” to describe the practice of course-level participation in online classes. Literature searches on em* This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercialShareAlike 4.0 License, CC BY-NC-SA (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/bync-sa/4.0/).
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bedded librarians and support of online and hybrid courses reveal a steady
trend in the growth of library instruction in the online classroom. York and
Vance1 provide a thorough review of the professional literature regarding best
practices in online library instruction. However, what made our experience
different than just an “embedded” approach is that our instruction librarians received certification to be online/hybrid instructors in the exact same
format with the same certification requirements as classroom faculty. That
certification is officially recognized by the Registrar and Provost offices and
puts our instruction librarians on equal footing with our classroom faculty.
The program also provided a new venue for promoting liaison librarian
services to faculty and helped put library services in front of online students
right in their Blackboard course, at the point of need. Now that 100 percent
of our liaison librarians are certified to teach online, the library can offer expanded online instructional services in a variety of innovative formats.

Institutional Setting
University Libraries at Grand Valley State University (GVSU) enjoys a strong
relationship with the Instructional Design for eLearning (IDeL) team on campus, and the two units frequently collaborate. IDeL’s instructional designers
work with faculty, including the faculty librarians, on pedagogy, course design, and best practices for selecting and applying instructional technologies,
while the liaison librarians (all of whom are members of the faculty) work
with disciplinary programs to integrate information literacy into the curriculum. Over the past several years, the liaison librarians have deliberately scaled
up their use of instructional technologies, often with the support and guidance of IDeL’s instructional designers, which led directly to the inclusion of
librarians in an important faculty certification program.
IDeL developed and manages a certificate program for faculty teaching
online and hybrid courses called Foundations of Online/Hybrid Course Development (Foundations). The program itself is delivered in a hybrid format
designed to give faculty hands-on experience as students themselves in an
online learning environment. Faculty must complete the program before
being assigned to teach a hybrid or online course. Librarian involvement
had been minimal; during the sessions, librarians gave a few presentations
on the library’s support of online and hybrid learning, but only two librarians had actually participated as students and received the completion
certificate. As the librarians’ use of instructional technologies escalated,
so too did their interest in professional development. Fortunately, the relationship between University Libraries and IDeL allowed a collaborative
rethinking of this key professional development program so that it could
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accommodate the unique instructional parameters of teaching and learning in the library.
Grand Valley State University has more than 25,000 enrolled students
and offers a variety of graduate and undergraduate courses for a total of 122
degrees. There are three main campuses with physical libraries and librarians
at each of the campuses. Although there are differences in the facilities and
resources offered at each campus library, each library also has dedicated staff
providing a consistent level and range of library services to students and faculty regardless of location. In addition to physical services, students and faculty are served by the University Libraries website and full off-campus access
to online resources, including databases, e-books, streaming video, online
research tutorials, and virtual chat reference services.

Problem to Be Addressed
As the number of online and hybrid course offerings continues to grow in
higher education, academic librarians are continually looking for creative
and effective solutions for integrating their services and library resources into
a fully online environment. In this chapter, we will describe a month-long
professional development program that has been used with our instruction
librarians to increase their understanding of teaching online and developing
instruction and library resources to positively affect student learning and faculty relationships. We will also focus on our cross-unit collaboration between
our instructional designers and our instruction librarians, the certificate program itself, and the implications for librarians who want to redesign their
instruction for an online environment. Instructional design theories, which
include the Community of Inquiry model, Universal Design, and Quality
Matters Standards, will also be briefly referenced in this chapter as a framework for developing quality online content.

Framework Theories
While the importance of developing technology skills fits during the online
and hybrid course development process, the instructional designers felt it
was equally important to apply three grounding frameworks to the structure, content, and outcomes of the training program: the Community of Inquiry concept first explored by Charles Pierce, John Dewey, and Matthew
Lipman and later refined into an applicable framework by Randy Garrison,
Terry Anderson, and Walter Archer2 (2001); the Backward Design model of
curriculum design developed by Grant Wiggins and Jay McTighe (2005); and
the standards and rubrics created by the international organization Quali-
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ty Matters (2014), which provides quality assurance for online and hybrid
courses.
Although the role of librarian within an online course may vary greatly
(e.g., interacting directly with an entire class through personalized tutorials, creating specialized online content, being available for individual online
consultations), we wanted our librarians to understand how the Community
of Inquiry (CoI) framework could positively influence their course development. The librarians were asked to reflect upon their social presence, cognitive
presence, and teaching presence while developing their online content and to
post how they were including the CoI framework in their course development
process as a discussion board activity. The librarians were then asked to read
and respond to each other’s postings to glean ideas and to offer suggestions.
Another framework we introduced to our librarians as they began their
online course development journey was the Backward Design Theory by Wiggins and McTighe (2005). Instead of starting with teaching activities, Wiggins
and McTighe suggest that a teacher must know exactly what students will be
learning before planning how to teach it, so we asked the librarians to first
articulate clear learning objectives and work backward from there.
The librarians were asked to bring a copy of a specific assignment from
one of the courses they typically support. They were then asked to identify the
learning objectives, the evidence they would use to measure outcomes, and
the teaching methods that best would meet those objectives. Or, more familiarly, what should students know, understand, and be able to do? Librarians
started with about one week’s worth of information literacy content. They
wrote clear learning objectives and outcomes and then created a new Blackboard learning module that contained targeted content that directly supported the learning objectives and provided meaningful learning experiences for
the students. We also asked our librarians to consider a wide range of assessment methods to ensure that students are learning, such as reflective journals
to track the research process, discussion boards to post research questions
and resources, and interactive online assignments to collect resources and
research drafts.
At the very beginning of the four week training, librarians were given
clear due dates for their learning module and then, using an adaption of the
short form of the Quality Matters rubric, we divided the librarians into partners and asked them to provide each other with feedback on as many of the
standards as they could identify. The peer review also had a specific due date
so that each partner would have an opportunity to make changes to their
learning module (based on the feedback) and be ready to present the final version at our last in-seat training session. By using the rubric to evaluate their
own and their colleagues’ work, librarians could come closer to ensuring that
their learning modules would achieve desired learning outcomes.
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Certification Program
High-quality online instruction is a strategic priority at our institution. Given
the quick growth in online and blended learning course offerings, we needed to scale up our faculty professional development opportunities. In other
words, more students taking online courses requires more highly trained faculty to teach those courses, including library faculty who teach.
To offer a course in the hybrid or online format at Grand Valley State University, a two-part approval process is required. First, the course itself must be
approved by the Online Education Council (OEC), which is managed by our
faculty governance process. Second, any faculty member who will be teaching
a hybrid or online course must attend the multi-part Foundations training
led by the instructional designers from the instructional design for eLearning
team. This required program introduces best practices for developing online
courses using the Quality Matters standards (QM). The facilitators ask the faculty members to identify and create an engaging Blackboard learning module,
designed to support specific learning outcomes that the faculty member must
define. Participants also are required to provide peer review of each other’s
learning modules using the QM rubric. Because of the time-intensive work involved, faculty are strongly encouraged to take the training at least six months
before they are scheduled to teach their first hybrid or online course.

Program Objectives
Throughout Foundations, faculty are expected to demonstrate the following:
• Recognize the differences and similarities between online and classroom instruction.
• Create and identify engaging content and assessment strategies to
support learning outcomes.
• Distinguish tasks to do before, during, and after teaching an online
or hybrid class.
• Become familiar with the Quality Matters standards and how they
should be applied in the course development process through the
use of a peer review assessment.
• Become acquainted with best practices associated with the Community of Inquiry framework and be able to apply them to their own
course development.
• Become acquainted with the concept of Universal Design for Learning and how it can be utilized to create courses that are accessible to
all learners.
• Become acquainted with the basics of copyright and how it affects
hybrid and online course delivery.
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Instead of having a dedicated full-time distance education librarian, our
library expects liaison librarians to support all faculty and students in their
liaison areas, whether the classes are offered in a traditional in-seat format
or completely online. This means that all liaison librarians need to be properly trained on our course management system (Blackboard), as well as become acquainted with new technologies that foster collaboration between our
instructional designers and our online faculty. Some of these technologies
include video screencasting tools for creating library tutorials, Google applications for collecting pre/post assessment data, and synchronous tools for
virtual advising.
In order to adequately prepare our librarians to support online and hybrid learning, the instructional designer and the library’s head of instructional services collaborated on redesigning the existing Foundations program for
classroom faculty so that it better met the needs of instruction librarians and
their unique single-session format of teaching.

Program Description
The month-long program requires librarians to complete a multi-part online
learning module in Blackboard and share it in a way that models how liaisons
work within classroom faculty Blackboard sites. In other words, the librarians
had to create a learning module in their own Blackboard site, ask for permission to be added to another faculty member’s site, and copy over the learning
module. Just like our faculty, who are being trained to teach semester-long
courses online, the librarians were provided with the Community of Inquiry
framework, Universal Design Theory, and the Quality Matter standards to
reinforce best practices in teaching online. Prior to Foundations, the librarians also were given access to Blackboard technical training and an overview
of TechSmith Relay (screen-recording software) and Ensemble Video (a video content management system) to become familiar with the video creation
tools that are available at our university. Throughout the training, librarians
participated in a combination of in-seat and online learning to give them a
sense of what students in an online or hybrid course typically experience.

Prerequisites
The workshop itself focused more on the essentials of good online and hybrid
instructional design and less on specific technical training, so librarians were
expected (and given the technical nature of modern academic library positions, easily met the expectation) to already have basic computer competencies, such as sending and receiving email attachments in a variety of formats.
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Figure 17.1

Blackboard Menu

We also asked that librarians less
familiar with Blackboard to attend
a skill-building workshop prior to
starting Foundations; essential skills
include making a Blackboard course
available, posting an announcement,
creating and adding new content,
creating a new discussion board forum, and emailing from Blackboard.

Time Commitment and
Schedule
The actual number of hours needed
to complete Foundations varies by
individual, but to keep everyone on
track, we do provide a set timeline
of classes and due dates. All content
was managed using Blackboard, and
given how overwhelming an online
course management site can get, it
was critically important to us to have
a clear outline and a highly intuitive
organizational schema right from
the start. Fortunately, the instructional designer and head librarian
who developed the program both
have degrees in library science, so
organizing information comes naturally. Announcements and the syllabus, with accompanying schedule,
came first, followed by weekly assignments [See Fig. 17.1, Blackboard
menu]. Optional material was organized to coincide with weekly activities. We also committed to leaving
the site up for at least a year so that
the librarians can refer to the learning materials, especially information
about learners and learning theories,
long after Foundations ends.
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Participants were told to expect spending three to six hours per week
reading, developing their learning modules, and reflecting on their work.
There also were a few activities that needed to be completed before the training classes started:
1. Review the GVSU definitions of online and hybrid instruction.
2. Add your picture to your Blackboard profile.
3. Complete the technology survey.
4. Review the syllabus and schedule.
5. Review the “Are you ready to be an online learner?” resources.
6. Click on the Discussion Board and add your ice breaker. After you
post your own thread, be sure to read and respond to at least three
other colleagues’ postings.
7. Be prepared to storyboard/brainstorm a sample learning module at
our August 5 session. See the August 5–11 menu item and “to-do”
for more information.
We assigned pre-workshop activities to give participants a low-stakes
introduction to some of the easy basics of online course design, such as
creating a profile and introducing yourself to fellow participants. If there
were challenges completing these first activities, we would be able to address them before our in-person meeting rather than spend class time troubleshooting.
The entire program ran for one month. First came the pre-workshop activities, then a three-hour in-person class, followed by a week fully online,
another in-person class the next week, and a final week to complete the culminating project: a multi-part Blackboard learning module [see Appendix
17A: Program Schedule and Checklist.] The schedule was intentionally designed to scaffold learning outcomes from week to week. Each activity built
on previous activities. The schedule was ambitious, requiring every librarian
to complete a module from scratch with little to no prior experience. However, every participant rose to the challenge. Not only did all librarians complete
a module, they also uploaded them to a new repository of online learning
modules for library instruction, enabling a new way for librarians to share
and build on each other’s work.

Setting Expectations and Offering Support
The Foundations of Online/Hybrid Course Development program focuses on
pedagogy and best practices for designing and teaching in the online environment. Therefore, throughout the training, the librarians had the opportunity to experience being an online student using Blackboard from both the
student and faculty perspective and began laying the groundwork for devel-
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oping an online module that could be used to support a future online or hybrid course in their liaison discipline.
Unlike our faculty, who regularly engage with Blackboard, the majority
of the instruction librarians do not use our content management system as
often, so their need for fundamental Blackboard training was critical. We
scheduled additional workshops that covered Blackboard basics, and instruction librarians were encouraged to attend drop-in sessions with the instructional designer and digital media developer for one-on-one support. As
we suspected, these consultation appointments and drop-in sessions ended
up being a significantly positive component of the program and greatly enhanced completion rates.
After finishing the initial Blackboard training, librarians were encouraged to review the eLearning Blackboard Help pages for quick tutorials and handouts to use throughout the rest of the program. In the year
since our librarians went through this training, the Instructional Design
for eLearning department created a Blackboard competencies checklist
that all our university faculty must complete prior to being enrolled in the
Foundations to Online/Hybrid Course Development program. The competencies are common tasks necessary in the online course development
process, such as adding and organizing content, customizing navigational menu items, creating online assignments, managing discussion board
activity, and accessing the Grade Center. To be a successful online instructor, it’s imperative that our faculty and librarians have a comfortable
command of the technology. The Blackboard competencies checklist has
provided us a way to measure and assess the faculty member or librarian
before they begin our program and to flag technology skills that need
assistance.
Many of the librarians were surprised by the amount of time it takes, not
only to absorb the content of teaching online but also to become fluent with
the technologies. Developing online content, if not managed well, can quickly
become overwhelming. Librarians were encouraged to create short screencast
video tutorials that would complement the library subject guides, handouts,
and resources they included in their learning modules. Some of the librarians were very familiar with the software used to create videos, but a larger
majority had limited or no experience in this area. Many needed practice
getting familiar with this specific technology and learning how to embed videos in the course management system. The librarians also were encouraged
to script their videos and to include their scripts as additional support for
their learning modules. As we have become more aware of universal design
considerations and ADA compliance, our university feels it is important we
include scripts and/or closed captioning whenever possible. For those faculty
and librarians who weren’t used to pre-scripting their video content, this was
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a new consideration and required additional time in their course development planning.
Creating online assignments, writing discussion board activities, and
using the Grade Center to provide student feedback were all tasks that the
majority of the librarians had not completed prior to the training. Repeated opportunities to practice and to engage with each other’s work by partnering on projects and by responding to discussion board posts, as well
as completing a peer-review assignment of each other’s learning module,
helped them feel more comfortable with the technologies. As the librarians learned more about the tools available and gained further mastery, we
could see them building upon that knowledge and discovering additional
possibilities.

Lessons Learned
Although the majority of our librarians are very skilled using technology related to their positions, building expertise with our course management system and video creation tools felt like a steep learning curve for some. Several
librarians took advantage of one-on-one appointments with the instructional
design and e-learning team members in order to improve comfort levels and
to get a little additional technical training.
As mentioned previously, different levels of technical expertise led to significantly different amounts of time to complete some of the tasks, especially
if new skills (such as script writing or video creation) were required. This
raised the frustration levels and, in hindsight, we would have provided more
up-front technical training to alleviate some of that. Frustration with the
technology diminishes the critical focus on pedagogy and good instructional
design.
Timing of the program was critical. It ran in August, immediately before
the start of the fall semester. This allowed the librarians to have completed, reviewed modules ready for fall instruction. The lessons were fresh and
the Blackboard content was up-to-date. If the program had run earlier in the
summer, the librarians may not have been able to apply what they learned as
quickly, nor would they have had the QM standards and other theoretical
models top-of-mind as they planned their fall instruction.
We enjoyed unwavering support from university and library administration, due in no small part to the university’s inclusion of online professional
development in its strategic plan. The head of instructional services and the
instructional designer who created the program for librarians kept open lines
of communication with various administrative offices, sharing regular updates, challenges, and successes. As a result of this support and open conver-
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sation about the purpose of the program, 100 percent of University Libraries
liaison librarians are now certified to teach online and hybrid courses, and
this achievement is widely recognized across campus.
Although this support paved the way for smooth implementation, liaisons with departments that have few or no online or hybrid courses asked
for time to figure out how best to apply the training to their (primarily) faceto-face teaching. If a department isn’t offering online courses, why would the
liaison need online training? These important questions gave the facilitators
a good opportunity—and a much-needed push—to explore creative application of online instructional practices to in-person classes. We talked with the
liaisons about working with classes that have some kind of online component, even if it’s only a simple Blackboard site for grades. As a result, liaison
librarians with mostly in-person instruction developed introductory videos
that can be emailed to students before class, and a few librarians worked together on a new interactive tutorial on citing sources that can be used in any
class, regardless of format. Not all librarians are teaching in fully online or
hybrid courses, but all were able to use this program to learn about important
instructional methods and theories, develop educational technology skills,
and find new ways to enhance library instruction.

Adapting or Customizing this Idea
Several components of Foundations can easily be adapted by other institutions. The program schedule (see Appendix 17A), online and hybrid course
implementation checklist (see Appendix 17B), and theoretical concepts can
be remixed to meet just about any professional development objective. We
also strongly advocate building a relationship with your campus e-learning
team, instructional designers, and faculty teaching and learning center. By
creating a cross-campus online and hybrid support team, librarians will have
access to complementary expertise—such as instructional technology skills,
excellence in teaching practice, and mindful online instructional design—
that extends beyond the library.
The program schedule (Appendix 17A) is built around a simple, seven-part framework: get hands-on in the course management system; use a
real-life assignment that you’ve done in-person; write learning objectives for
that assignment using sound theoretical concepts; design assessments; create
an online learning module using as many or as few components as are appropriate; review a peer’s module; share. Some of it is in-person and some online,
which mirrors a student’s experience in most hybrid courses. Creating the
Blackboard site that houses the schedule and all learning materials takes time
but then can be reused in multiple sessions.
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The course implementation checklist (Appendix 17B) is given to each
online and hybrid faculty member before designing an online course and can
be adjusted based on campus priorities. Our version suggests faculty work
with their instruction librarian to review resources and services that can be
embedded in an online course. Encouraging faculty members to schedule
an appointment with their instruction librarian at the very beginning of the
online course development process (rather than as an afterthought) helps
ensure information literacy integration is designed into the course content
and methods. The preliminary conversations should center on the learning
objectives and goals of the assignments and how to build library instruction
content to complement course outcomes and course assignments. Another
suggestion would be to make sure the faculty member introduces the librarian early in the semester to help distinguish their respective roles. The faculty member should make direct references to the embedded library content
throughout the semester and require students to use the resources posted.
Faculty also need to assess the students’ learning experience, to exchange
ideas with their instruction librarian, and to provide opportunities for the
students to provide feedback. Likewise, the librarians are encouraged to use
statistics tracking, to edit content based on instructor’s feedback, and to keep
track of student questions over the semester to make note of areas for improvement.
Because teaching online and developing content for the online environment takes time, it’s equally important to repurpose material from semester to semester when possible. One of the goals of this program was to also
create a repository of library instruction content that could be used among
the various disciplines. It was hoped this would allow the instruction librarians opportunities to collaborate on and disseminate a number of shared
resources. Some of the learning module topics that were developed during
this program included citing sources, evaluating information, searching
skills, and using subject-specific tools, all common to information literacy
instruction sessions. The repository still is a work in progress, mostly due
to the challenge of taking a discipline-specific learning module and adjusting it for different contexts. We have discovered that our highly customized
approach to instruction doesn’t allow much room for generic plug-and-play
modules. The next step in this part of the project will be to find an efficient
way to share flexible pieces of learning modules that can easily be tailored to
any discipline.
After Foundations, the librarians found themselves offering a wide variety of online support: embedding and creating detailed learning modules;
linking to library subject guides; posting handouts or video tutorials; creating surveys for collecting pre- and post-assessment data; sharing web links;
answering research questions via email or through a threaded discussion
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board; and being available for virtual office hours and advising appointments using synchronous communication tools. Many faculty have added
their liaison librarian directly to their Blackboard courses as a teaching assistant. By embedding the librarians in Blackboard, they became much more
accessible to the students through the course email and virtual synchronous
tool (Blackboard Collaborate). Several of the librarians reported that being
added to specific Blackboard courses allowed them to more easily narrow
students’ research topics, suggest discipline-specific databases, and to expose the students to other relevant resources. Some librarians posted frequent announcements in the course with specific library tips and resources;
others designed and subscribed to question-and-answer (or “Ask the Librarian”) discussion board forums, or other relevant course forums. One librarian discovered that if she allowed students to post questions anonymously,
the students were more likely to share questions that otherwise might have
been uncomfortable to ask in person. The librarians were available to the
students all semester instead of in a single instruction session, further expanding their instructional reach.
Word of mouth has continued to increase the number of librarians being
added as teaching assistants to specific online and hybrid courses, and since
the first librarians finished Foundations a year ago, librarian participation
in Blackboard courses has more than quadrupled. Having the instruction
librarians with an online presence also provides opportunities to deliver instruction at the students’ point of need, any time during the semester. While
this is all wonderfully exciting, the expansion of online librarian activities
may require a reassignment of responsibilities, a revised position description,
or at the very least, a department head with time to coordinate ongoing professional development and follow-up.
Beyond the initial training, several librarians joined our university-wide
“Online & Hybrid Teaching Circle,” which meets once a month for ninety minutes to support new and experienced online/hybrid faculty through
dialogue and samples, explore best practices associated with online/hybrid
teaching and learning, and identify emerging technological needs. As active
members of these teaching circles, the librarians have brought further awareness to our faculty in their important role as a collaborator and course development partner. Most recently, several of the instruction librarians presented at a “Teaching & Learning with Technology Symposium” on a variety of
topics related to their expertise in supporting instruction and research. This
symposium is an annual event and draws faculty from across all three of our
university campuses. Having the librarians represented at this event further
elevates their status in the course development and teaching and learning
process. All of these are examples of ways that a custom professional development workshop for librarians can result in improved engagement with
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professional development opportunities, deeper relationships with campus
partners, and increased visibility of library faculty expertise in online and
hybrid teaching.

Conclusion
Having librarians actively participate in a course management system and
as part of the online course development process has been extremely positive. Students feel more comfortable asking for research assistance when the
librarian is part of the online community, is working closely with the faculty
member on assignment and assessment design, and is sharing relevant resources and personalized content with students.
Debbie Morrow, senior librarian at Grand Valley State University and
liaison to the engineering department, said that Foundations positively influenced her teaching within her liaison area and as an adjunct instructor in a
writing-intensive engineering course:
For the 2015 summer workshop, I used my regular one-hour
lecture for pre-engineering students as a sample lesson to
re-cast as a Blackboard learning module. My initial thought
was that it might be little rough around the edges but suitable as a backup for sections I couldn’t schedule to meet with
face-to-face. As it turned out, I had to be away from work in
Fall 2015, exactly when the sessions were scheduled and all
sections used the learning module. Feedback from students
(in a short survey at the end of the module) was largely positive. Next week, all sections of the Winter 2016 class will
again use the learning module, and at the end of the semester I will again gather the assignments and assess a sample.
This semester, I’m also working as an adjunct instructor for
the School of Engineering, teaching the writing-intensive
academic content in an entirely online format for a pilot
group of eleven third-year students during one of their coop internship semesters. The workshop focus and content
from Foundations has been excellent grounding for staying
conscious of needs unique to a fully-online course environment (personal communication, March 30, 2016).
By going through the same training as our faculty, our librarians are
prepared to work with teaching faculty in online and hybrid courses (using
online learning technologies to enhance face-to-face instruction) and have
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stronger relationships with our instructional designers and e-learning team.
These partnerships have resulted in the creation of several cross-curricular
faculty development workshops in which the instruction librarians and instructional designers are meeting more faculty members across campus and
sharing their expertise. Some of our online faculty are now working with
instruction librarians on conference and scholarly writing projects about
faculty-librarian collaborations in the online environment. As online classes continue to grow and as technology continues to change, instructional
designers and instruction librarians can capitalize on their partnerships to
enhance information literacy integration into the curriculum, give students
more comfortable access to library resources and services, and still ensure
high-quality teaching and learning, regardless of format.
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Appendix 17A: Program Schedule and
Checklist
Foundations of Online/Hybrid Course Development—
Schedule and Checklist
Week 1
Learning objectives
After reviewing the content and completing the required homework assignments, the learner should be able to:
1. Identify the best practices associated with the “Community of
Inquiry” framework and be able to apply them to their own course
development.
2. Begin to storyboard and identify engaging content and assessment
strategies to support learning outcomes.
3. Recognize the Quality Matters standards and be able to apply them
in their course development process.
4. Become acquainted with the concept of Universal Design and how
it can be utilized to create courses that are accessible to all learners.
Homework
Review all content, complete discussion board activities and begin to storyboard the learning module.
Week 2
Learning objectives
After reviewing the content and completing the required homework assignments, the learner should be able to:
1. Create and identify engaging content and assessment strategies to
support learning outcomes.
2. Become familiar with ADA considerations and recognize how the
Disability Support Resources department can assist and support
hybrid and online course delivery.
Homework
Review all content found in this week’s folder, complete the discussion board
requirements, and continue working on your learning module.
Week 3
Learning objectives
After reviewing the content and completing the required homework assignments, the learner should be able to:
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1.

Recognize basic considerations of copyright issues and how it impacts hybrid and online course delivery.
2. Identify the various services and resources that the library and the
instruction librarians can provide during and throughout your online or hybrid course development process.
3. Analyze and differentiate the various elements needed when developing or redesigning a syllabus for the online or hybrid course
format.
4. Reflect and assess the online/hybrid course development process
and what positive experiences and challenges have occurred.
Homework
Review all content found in this week’s folder and finish working on your
learning module and your syllabus redesign exercise. Create an entry in the
journal tool addressing what’s going well. What areas are you struggling
with? What is it like being an online learner? What challenges have you faced
being an online learner that you weren’t expecting?
Week 4
Learning objectives
After reviewing the content from our materials found online and the required
homework assignments, the learner should be able to:
1. Recognize the Quality Matters standards and be able to apply them
in their course development process as well as identify the standards through the use of a peer review assessment.
2. Investigate future opportunities for professional development and
technical support.
3. Review the implementation checklist and address what needs to
be completed in their future online/hybrid course development
process.
4. Construct and embed a video course tour.
Homework
Review all content found in this week’s folder and complete your peer review,
examine the feedback given to your own peer review, make changes or edits
to your learning module, and submit your video course tour. Consider attending “optional” virtual office hours for last-minute questions.
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Appendix 17B: Online and Hybrid
Course Implementation Checklist
Six months before you are scheduled to teach an online or hybrid course:
☐☐ Ensure that you have received any necessary training, including
Foundations of Online/Hybrid Course Development and Blackboard
Essentials.
☐☐ Identify and schedule an appointment with one of the instructional
designers.
☐☐ Identify your library liaison and schedule an appointment to review
library resources for your online or hybrid course.
☐☐ Identify Blackboard, video streaming, and technical resources available.
☐☐ Remind yourself to keep it simple with technology features. You can
add features in your second iteration.
☐☐ Review and revise assignments to emphasize a higher level of
Bloom’s Taxonomy and to ensure that course-level objectives are
being met.
☐☐ Review learning objectives and how you will assess and measure
student learning. Consider the importance of how the learner will
engage with your course content, how they will engage with their
peers, and how they will engage with you (the instructor).
☐☐ Complete and upload course documents (syllabus, schedule, rubrics,
etc).
☐☐ Complete and upload online content/assignment learning units/
modules (if not all units/modules, at least six weeks’ worth of units/
modules).
☐☐ Directions are clear and easy to understand for tasks/assignments
within Blackboard and within the syllabus.
☐☐ Check that all web links (external URLs) and video links are accurate. Remove or replace any broken links.
☐☐ Verify that all referenced sources are properly cited. Model how to
cite sources and images ethically and legally for students.
☐☐ Confirm online grade book settings are accurate for total assessment.
☐☐ Establish netiquette rules or course ground rules, emphasizing how
to participate in online discussion forums, behaviors acceptable in
the online learning environment, and polite forms of online interaction.
☐☐ Grading policy and the academic integrity policy are clearly visible.
☐☐ Late and make-up work policy is clearly stated.
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☐☐ Consider adding a variety of university resources, including links to
the writing center, the counseling center, disability support resources, and the bookstore.
☐☐ Required and supplemental textbooks, readings lists, and course
materials are listed on the syllabus and on the Blackboard site.
☐☐ Create a welcome video or video tour of your online or hybrid
course, and clarify for your students the relationship between faceto-face and online.
☐☐ Ask a trusted colleague to review your course documents and online
materials. You may also ask an instructional designer to review your
materials too.
Two weeks before your course goes live
☐☐ Send a welcome email to your students letting them know that they
are enrolled in a hybrid or online course.
☐☐ Make your hybrid or online course available to your students in
Blackboard.
☐☐ Encourage your students to review the course syllabus/schedule, the
welcome video or video tour, and complete some form of an online
ice-breaker.
During the course
☐☐ Remind your students of the technical assistance available to them
(other than you). Include helpdesk email address, phone number,
and website.
☐☐ Reiterate to students your preferred method(s) of receiving questions and student communications, including virtual office hours.
☐☐ Make an effort to “be present” in both face-to-face and online portions of your course using weekly announcements, online discussions, and periodic email messages.
☐☐ Strive for consistency between online communications and returning feedback and grades.
☐☐ Hold yourself and your students accountable to established procedures.
☐☐ Solicit feedback from your students periodically using Blackboard
anonymous surveys.
☐☐ Keep a running log of modifications you wish to make the next time
you teach this course. Ask for help from others when you need it.
☐☐ Consider asking a trusted colleague or one of the instructional designers to be added to your course.
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After the course
☐☐ Review all student feedback received.
☐☐ Create a punch list of course changes based on feedback from students, colleagues, and your own observations.
☐☐ Give yourself adequate time to make changes prior to teaching the
course again.
☐☐ Schedule an appointment with an instructional designer to review
new technology or online pedagogy techniques.
☐☐ Regularly attend professional development workshops related to
educational technology and library instruction.
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